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Making a diagnosis is perhaps the most frequently
performed and important procedure in an inter-

nist's wheelhouse. Indeed, a patient's therapeutic op-
tions and prognosis often center around the right diag-
nosis being made in a timely fashion. Unfortunately,
diagnostic errors are common, with frequency esti-
mates ranging from 10% to 40% in some studies (1, 2).
Furthermore, misdiagnosis is more likely to be consid-
ered negligent and have proportionately higher mor-
bidity and morbidity than other errors (3, 4).

Cognitive psychology research over the past 40
years has led to the development of dual process the-
ory, wherein 2 central cognitive systems, system 1 and
system 2, help us process and respond to incoming
data (5). System 1 uses intuitive and effortless recogni-
tion of previously seen patterns, and system 2 engages
effortful, slower analytical thinking. Out of necessity,
our minds gravitate toward pattern recognition. The
accuracy of this pattern recognition system grows
through the acquisition of experience. This is true in
clinical care; as experience grows, clinicians develop
cognitive “shortcuts.” We refer to these shortcuts as
“heuristics” (Glossary). A cognitive bias (Glossary) arises
when these heuristics fail.

To date, over 100 cognitive biases and heuristics
have been identified (6). When made, errors in diagno-
sis can be summarized into 2 themes: errors of preva-
lence estimation and errors of ego. The former can be
traced to a failure of weighing the a priori probability of
a diagnosis. The latter centers around the inherently
human tendency to want to be right and fall in love with
our initial impressions.

Given that cognitive biases are overrepresented in
cases of diagnostic failure (7, 8), in this article, we focus
on how to both recognize these heuristics and avoid
the resulting errors by framing our discussion around 2
cases.

CASE 1
A 40-year-old woman with a history of obesity is

admitted to the hospital because of malaise, right
upper-quadrant pain, and anorexia. She is afebrile and
has otherwise unremarkable vital signs. Her examination
is notable for a negative Murphy sign, no scleral icterus,
and mild tenderness on palpation of the right upper
quadrant. Laboratory analysis shows marked elevations
in her aminotransferase levels. Right upper-quadrant ul-
trasonography shows a mildly dilated common bile
duct, but otherwise no gallstones and patent hepatic
and portal veins. Given her young age and biochemical
evidence of liver inflammation, an evaluation for auto-
immune hepatitis (AIH) is undertaken; positive results

are found, with an antinuclear antibody titer of 1:320
and an anti–smooth-muscle antibody titer of 1:160.
While hospitalized, her liver enzyme levels remain ele-
vated, and she continues to have pain. Because of her
serologic evaluation, she undergoes liver biopsy, which
shows ductular dilation and neutrophilic reaction, a pat-
tern most consistent with macroscopic biliary ductal ob-
struction and commonly seen with passage of a gall-
stone. There is no evidence of AIH on biopsy.

Why Do We Make Mistakes in Estimating the
Probability of Diagnoses?

In this real-life case, the physician was drawn to the
patient's young age and the degree of her hepatitis,
which matched their prototype for autoimmunity,
prompting a serologic evaluation. The mildly positive
anti–smooth-muscle antibody titer then triggered an in-
vasive test for AIH that ultimately revealed an unrelated
and much more prevalent diagnosis. In this case, the
diagnostic process went awry because the physician
compared the findings in the case with the prototype of
a condition in the differential diagnosis, a shortcut of-
ten called a “representativeness heuristic” (Glossary). In
doing so, she neglected the underlying prevalence of
this disorder and went with a good fit in the face of
diagnostic uncertainty. This culminated in a diagnostic
test that has the potential for procedural complications.
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Glossary

Heuristics: Cognitive shortcuts taken on the basis of prior experience and
recognition of previously seen patterns.

Cognitive bias: In clinical reasoning, cognitive bias occurs when a mental
shortcut, or heuristic, results in misdiagnosis or inappropriate
treatment.

Base rate: The underlying frequency or prevalence of a diagnosis, and a
correlate to pretest probability.

Representativeness heuristic: The tendency to search for patterns and
select a diagnosis because a constellation of findings matches the
respective pattern, regardless of the actual probability of the
underlying diagnosis.

Confirmation bias: Disproportionately believing facets of a case that
confirm or support initial theories.

Availability heuristic: Diagnoses or recent outcomes that easily come to
mind and as such may be overrepresented in a clinician's reasoning.

Anchoring: The tendency to focus on a singular facet of a case, creating
the potential to negate other disconfirming aspects of the case.

Premature closure: Closure of the diagnostic process in a premature
fashion before all relevant information is obtained.
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An alternate approach could have been that of watchful
waiting to see whether the patient's pain would resolve
or her liver enzyme levels would come down, both of
which would argue for a stone as the cause of her
symptoms. Although the representativeness heuristic
allows physicians to identify common diagnoses
quickly and be right most of the time, it comes at the
risk of neglecting the underlying prevalence, or base
rate (Glossary), of diagnoses in the general population
with different clinical presentations.

Furthermore, our minds often gravitate toward in-
formation that aligns well with our leading theory, and
it becomes tempting to pursue or believe the facts that
support our point while casting aside those that don't.
This is known as “confirmation bias” (Glossary), or dis-
proportionately believing data points that support our
initial theories.

How Can I Avoid Errors of Base Rate Neglect?
Physicians begin crafting a differential diagnosis for

a problem from the moment a chief complaint is
known. Upon obtaining enough clinical information to
formulate a differential diagnosis, the physician should
perform an initial reshuffling of the deck on the basis of
the relative prevalence of each of the items on the list.
This was not done in the case presented above, where
the disease prevalence was neglected and the repre-
sentativeness heuristic fell short.

The prevalence of cholelithiasis in adults living in
the United States is somewhere between 175 and 685
cases per 100 000 people (9). Although we do not have
recent data in the United States, the prevalence of AIH
in European countries is somewhere between 10 to 15
cases per 100 000 people (10)—making cholelithiasis an
order of magnitude more common than AIH. To pre-
vent cognitive pitfalls, it behooves us to return to the
old adage that “common things are common” when
putting our nickel down on a diagnosis. Indeed, it is still
more likely to diagnose an atypical manifestation of a
common condition—in our case, biliary obstruction due
to gallstones, resulting in high aminotransferase levels—
over a somewhat typical manifestation of an uncom-
mon disease, such as AIH. Thus, even if the representa-
tiveness heuristic brought AIH to mind first, reviewing
the actual frequency of different diagnoses among sim-
ilar patients with this presentation should lead choleli-
thiasis to be placed above it on the list of potential
diagnoses. Of course, it is important to consider and
even test for serious “can't miss” diagnoses that may be
less common. However, the information obtained from
diagnostic testing, including positive results, must be
considered within the confines of the test's characteris-
tics and the pretest probability of the diagnosis.

In our case, the physician was initially seduced by
the constellation of clinical and laboratory findings as
representative of AIH. Indeed, a younger woman with
high aminotransferase levels could fit the narrative for
the diagnosis well. The test results of positive ANA and
anti–smooth-muscle antibody titers further fueled the
initial diagnostic impression. However, the diagnostic

weight of these tests depends on the prevalence of the
disease. Unfortunately, few, if any, tests are perfect, and
the interpretation of autoimmune serologies is poten-
tially fraught with false-positives. Understanding how
diagnostic test characteristics influence clinical reason-
ing is discussed in further detail in another article in this
series (11).

How Does the Recency or Vividness of a Clinical
Encounter or Diagnosis Affect My Estimation of
the Pretest Probability of a Condition? How Can
I Avoid Cognitive Errors Related to This?

Recent experiences, events, or outcomes can have
a powerful effect on our assessment of probability. This
is known as the “availability heuristic” (Glossary) and
predisposes us to favor diagnoses or outcomes that
come to mind easily. Sometimes this can be helpful,
because things that come to mind easily are often be-
cause we see them frequently (12). However, easily
available information doesn't always equate with a cor-
rect diagnosis and can lead us astray. The clinical sig-
nificance, proximity, or vividness of an adverse out-
come; a missed diagnosis; or simply encountering a
rare disease can be powerful modifiers of subsequent
event rate estimation. Indeed, house officers have been
shown to commit more diagnostic errors when relying
on intuitive reasoning related to the availability heuris-
tic. In a study of internal medicine residents, Mamede
and colleagues (12) exposed the participants to cases
and had residents ascertain the diagnosis. Shortly
thereafter, the same residents were then reexposed to
cases with similar presenting syndromes but different
underlying diagnoses to promote nonanalytical reason-
ing and the availability bias, resulting in a high percent-
age of errors. When the same sequence was repeated
but the participants were asked to pause and reflect on
aspects of the case that didn't fit with their first impres-
sion, the frequency of errors significantly dropped and
the correct diagnosis was achieved, supporting the the-
ory that the “effortful pause” can prove instrumental in
the diagnostic process (12, 13).

To combat the availability heuristic, clinicians must
consciously reflect and seek to recall an instance or out-
come that contrasts with the first example that comes to
mind. This may be indispensable when a recent expe-
rience, negative or otherwise, is influencing whether to
administer or withhold therapy. The physician whose
patient recently bled while receiving warfarin for atrial
fibrillation thromboprophylaxis is well served by recall-
ing the preceding 5 people who did well with thera-
peutic anticoagulation, or to perhaps consider the pa-
tient with an unfortunate stroke while not receiving
anticoagulation. The clinician who is seeing many pa-
tients with a certain diagnosis in a day should recall that
the preceding patient's diagnosis has no effect on the
probability of the following patient's diagnosis. As you
will see throughout this article, the acts of conscious
reflection and deliberate, effortful analytical thought
are central in combating cognitive biases.
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How Should My Own Accumulated Experience
Influence My Base Rate Estimation?

Knowledge of prevalence and years of clinical ex-
perience allow clinicians to treat, and subsequently rec-
ognize, the immense degree of variability in the pre-
sentation of common diagnoses, such as heart failure
or bacteremia. As clinicians progress throughout their
career, their ability to appreciate the widening variabil-
ity of presentations within a diagnosis increases, and
this allows them to reach a conclusion by identifying
key and salient data points. Because of this, their reli-
ance on holding out for “textbook presentations” di-
minishes (Figure 1). However, this is not to say that ex-
perienced clinicians are immune to the same pitfalls as
their junior colleagues, and we would all benefit from
the same effortful pauses and deliberate reflection. Of
note, the process of adjusting epidemiologic data to
conform with one's own clinical experience must be
based on cumulated experience in a certain practice
setting, not just the past 1 or 2 cases that a physician
encounters. Otherwise, one runs the risk of ignoring
probability and falling prey to the representativeness
heuristic and the availability bias.

CASE 2
A 65-year-old man with a history of essential hyper-

tension and hyperlipidemia and a 100–pack-year smok-
ing history presents to his primary care clinic with sub-
acute exertional dyspnea. He has no chest pain and
reports a minimally productive cough. His assessment
includes an oxygen saturation of 90% on exertion, and
his physical examination is notable for a mildly pro-
longed expiratory phase. Chest radiography shows hy-
perinflation. He undergoes pulmonary function testing
that does not demonstrate an obstructive deficit; how-
ever, given the preponderance of findings, he is started
on bronchodilators for empirical treatment of chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). After his symp-
toms do not abate, treatment with inhaled and later sys-
temic glucocorticoids is started, again without improve-
ment. Eventually, when the patient's condition fails to
improve, he undergoes pharmacologic stress testing,
which reveals evidence of reversible ischemia.

Clearly, elements of representativeness heuristic
and availability bias are again demonstrated in this hy-
pothetical case. However, the case also illustrates ex-
amples of what we previously termed “errors of ego”:
specifically, 2 other cognitive biases, known as “anchor-
ing” and “premature closure” (Glossary). In diagnostic
reasoning, anchoring is the tendency to adhere to an
initial hypothesis, leading us to disregard or discount
evidence that disproves our favored theory. A close
correlate to anchoring, premature closure occurs when
a clinician accepts a diagnosis as final and concludes
the diagnostic process before the true diagnosis is
identified. This may stem from failing to acquire a criti-
cal piece of information or not revising the diagnosis on
the basis of this information. In our case, the physician
decided the patient had COPD by anchoring on the

high pack-year history of smoking and the chest radio-
graph. The physician then prematurely closed the diag-
nostic evaluation without exploring the possibility of
other causes of exertional dyspnea in a heavy smoker,
especially when the patient's condition failed to im-
prove with appropriate management of obstructive
lung disease or when the pulmonary function tests did
not suggest significant obstruction.

The medical record can be a powerful asset in
terms of accessing a wealth of clinical data; however,
caution should be exercised with documentation of di-
agnoses that are untrue or unproven, because they will
serve as a substrate for clinicians who may care for the
patient in the future. Consider the effect of seeing a
diagnosis of COPD in the patient's medical history, per-
haps derived from a prior billing code, when the pa-
tient presents with dyspnea to an acute care setting.
This could act as an anchoring point in the future and
could result in physicians narrowing the differential di-
agnosis for dyspnea and closing prematurely when de-
ciding to treat for an acute exacerbation of COPD.

How Can the Use of Diagnostic Schema or
Algorithms Help Prevent Anchoring and
Premature Closure?

Accessing diagnostic schema or algorithms for
common clinical problems can be time-efficient and in-
valuable in mitigating anchoring and premature clo-

Figure 1. Relationship between experience and threshold
at which a diagnosis can be made.
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The dotted line represents more novice clinicians, who rely on classic
or prototypical presentations of diagnoses, with many symptoms,
signs, or findings needed to recognize the typical manifestation of a
common diagnosis. Through clinical experience and deliberate prac-
tice, seasoned clinicians (black line) will recognize the inherent vari-
ability in these conditions and begin to appreciate the atypical mani-
festations of common conditions. If one considers heart failure as an
example, a medical student may require orthopnea, lower extremity
edema, an S3 gallop, and elevated natriuretic peptide levels to make
the diagnosis, whereas a more experienced attending could make the
diagnosis from a history of anorexia, nausea, and distended neck
veins without the other signs or findings of decompensated heart
failure.
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sure by acting as a diagnostic “checklist” before accept-
ing a final theory as true. These tools can be cognitive
frameworks created by individual physicians, a product
of clinical practice guidelines, or found online, and they
are a useful means to expand a differential diagnosis or
provide additional counterhypotheses to the initial im-
pression. Drawing from their success in other sectors of
health care, checklists have been proposed to mitigate
or minimize diagnostic error (14).

For example, let's explore how a diagnostic algo-
rithm (Figure 2) for the outpatient with dyspnea and a
heavy smoking history could have helped with the pre-

ceding case. If confronted with a smoker with dyspnea,
a physician should consider whether testing for COPD
with formal pulmonary function tests is appropriate. If
positive, the patient should be treated with smoking
cessation and bronchodilator therapy. If negative, the
algorithm would encourage physicians to simultane-
ously broaden their differential diagnosis, perhaps with
consideration of coronary artery disease and other
COPD/asthma mimics, such as vocal cord dysfunction
and heart failure, alongside simultaneous treatment
with empirical bronchodilators if suspicion for COPD
remains high. This would have helped curtail anchoring
and premature closure by allowing the physician to re-
visit atypical parts of the case once disconfirming evi-
dence (such as normal pulmonary function findings)
became available.

How Can the Medical Note Help Me to Avoid
Cognitive Biases?

The effort devoted to generating a good admission
or progress note can be a useful built-in cross-check
because it provides the physician a purposeful moment
in time to delineate the differential diagnosis, highlight
salient features of the case, and provide reasoning as to
why one diagnosis is favored over the others. It is a use-
ful time to put words to the underlying thinking as the
physician's mind runs through prevalence rates, diagnos-
tic schema, and therapeutic algorithms—all of which can
help stave off heuristics and potentially cognitive biases.
This strategy is, of course, time-consuming but can be an
invaluable moment of reflection and encapsulation,
wherein our previous strategies can be applied. More-
over, because it is visible to other members of the health

Figure 3. Steps in the diagnostic process to avoid
cognitive errors in diagnosis.

1. Recognize the tendency to over- and underweight diagnoses on the
 basis of the similarity of the presentation to the “textbook”
 presentation.

2. Rearrange diagnoses on the differential diagnosis on the basis of
 information about the prevalence of different conditions by using
 local epidemiology and other sources.

3. Access diagnostic schema or diagnostic checklists if uncertainty
 exists regarding validated approaches to a symptom complex,
 finding, or syndrome.

4. Before settling on a final diagnosis, perform a conscious pause to
 seek disproving evidence and ask, “What doesn’t fit?”

5. Confer with clinical teammates or, if working alone, peers or
 superiors regarding the case in order to reduce the risk for biases.

6. Once a diagnosis and treatment are instituted, continuously
 reassess response to therapy as further evidence of diagnostic accuracy. 

Figure 2. Sample diagnostic schema for a diagnostic and therapeutic approach to breathlessness in a patient with a heavy
smoking history.

Dyspnea in a patient with heavy
smoking history

Obtain PFTs if history and
examination are compatible

PFTs negative,
pretest high

PFTs
positive

CXR
negative

Finding-specific
treatment

Consider CXR

CXR
positive

PFTs negative,
pretest low

Consider TTE, stress
testing, CBC

Treat empirically for
COPD

If unfavorable treatment response

Treat for COPD

In this schema, physicians would consider obtaining CXR and, in those with a compatible history and physical examination, PFTs. If positive, this is
confirmatory of COPD, and the patient should start treatment. If negative, the clinician should recall the patient's pretest probability for the
diagnosis of COPD. If this probability was low, then other items on the differential diagnosis, such as heart failure or coronary disease, should be
explored. If pretest probability was high, a reasonable strategy would be to treat empirically and monitor for response to treatment, with a plan to
proceed with additional diagnostic testing should the patient not improve. CBC = complete blood cell count; COPD = chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease; CXR = chest radiography; PFT = pulmonary function test; TTE = transthoracic echocardiography.
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care team, it provides an opportunity for additional diag-
noses and strategies to be added to the list. However,
with increasing frequency of copying and pasting to gen-
erate notes, this strategy can only work if notes are
thoughtfully written and not autopopulated.

How Does Working in Teams Help With the
Diagnostic Reasoning Process?

The presence of large clinical teams, as is often the
case in academic hospitals with residency training pro-
grams, can itself be a powerful boon to diagnostic rea-
soning. Each case may be viewed from many different
vantage points: for example, by medical students well
versed in physiology all the way up to senior attending
physicians with years of clinical experience. Presenta-
tion of new cases to a medical team results in multiple
simultaneous first impressions with many different
lines of diagnostic reasoning. By encouraging input
across the team, these different lines of reasoning fur-
ther reduce the risk for diagnostic biases. In its 2015
report focusing on diagnosis in health care, the Na-
tional Academy of Medicine called special attention to
the role that teamwork plays in diagnosis and high-
lighted the vital role that nursing and nonphysician
members have in ensuring accuracy of potential diag-
nostic intervention as well as in preventing potentially
harmful interventions from being administered (15).

SUMMARY
Cognitive biases and subsequent errors in diag-

nostic medicine are pervasive and costly. Furthermore,
they are made even by seasoned physicians, and al-
though experience can aid in efficiency of practice, it
does not alone grant expertise. Ultimately, most strate-
gies to prevent these errors center around knowledge
of epidemiology; common cognitive pitfalls; and the
process of integrating these factors into deliberate,
thoughtful practice. When our minds reach a diagnosis
quickly on the basis of pattern recognition or singular
facets of the case, it is essential to always look for the
potential fallacies of our reasoning, specifically the ten-
dency to cast aside probability for a good fit. Indeed,
our differentials should and must be reshuffled to ac-
count for known prevalence of different diagnoses
even when a case is perfectly representative of a rare
diagnosis. The act of pausing and asking “What doesn't
make sense?” or “Am I missing something?” and the
practice of seeking disconfirming evidence before
adopting a final diagnosis can combat our tendency to
love our first hypothesis, the perennial error of ego (il-
lustrated in an accompanying interactive graphic [16]).
To think about one's thinking, known as “metacogni-
tion,” is integral in the internist's diagnostic process. It
is what ultimately lets us decide when we must pause
and engage in effortful analysis or when we safely can
use intuitive processes to get us to the right answer
efficiently and keep ourselves from making potentially
tragic errors (Figure 3).
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